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Abstract

A model has been developed to describe the multi-component transport of steam, hydrogen and stable ®ssion-

product gas in the fuel-to-clad gap of defective fuel rods during severe reactor accident conditions. The incoming steam

must di�use into the breached rod against any counter-current ¯ow of non-condensable ®ssion gases and out-¯owing

hydrogen that is produced from the internal reaction of the steam with the Zircaloy cladding or urania. This treatment

is used to predict the local molar distribution of hydrogen and steam so that the internal oxygen potential can be

estimated along the gap as a function of time. The oxygen potential will directly in¯uence the fuel oxidation state and

the ®ssion product release characteristics. The model also considers the e�ects of mass transfer and changing boundary

conditions at the defect site, as steam in the reactor coolant system ¯ows over the defective rod and reacts with the

external cladding surface. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In a fuel rod with a cladding defect, the volatile ®s-

sion-product gases that are released from the fuel matrix

will migrate along the fuel-to-clad gap toward the defect

site, and eventually into the reactor coolant system

(RCS). The transport of the short-lived volatile ®ssion

products in the gap has been studied extensively during

normal reactor operation. [1±7] In the absence of any

pressure ¯uctuations in the RCS, di�usion is shown to

be the dominant process of transport in the gap. [8,9]

During a reactor transient, the presence of higher fuel

temperatures and the possible occurrence of steam-oxi-

dation of the uranium dioxide fuel following clad rup-

ture may lead to enhanced and continuous stable gas

release from the fuel matrix. If, in addition, the RCS

pressure is reduced as a result of coolant blowdown, a

pressure di�erential may result between the internal void

volume of the defective rod and the RCS pressure,

leading to a bulk-¯ow contribution [8±10].

Thus, for transient conditions, an enhanced ®ssion-

gas release into the fuel-to-clad gap may result. In high-

temperature steam, the cladding will remain in place as it

is converted to zirconium dioxide. However, for fuel

oxidation to take place, steam must di�use into the

breached element against any counter-current ¯ow of

non-condensable ®ssion gases, and out-¯owing hydro-

gen that is produced from internal reaction of the in-

coming steam with the Zircaloy cladding or urania. The

molar ¯ux of a given gaseous component in the gap will

be derived from both a di�usive ¯ux and total molar

bulk ¯ow. Consequently, it is important to determine the

molar concentration distribution along the gap for the

multi-component (steam, hydrogen and ®ssion gas)

mixture since the oxygen potential (i.e., oxygen partial

pressure) in the gap will depend on the local constituent

partial pressures. The oxygen potential, in turn, will

directly a�ect the fuel oxidation state, and hence the rate

of ®ssion-product di�usion in the fuel matrix and the

subsequent release into the gap [11]. In addition, the

oxygen potential will dictate the amount of fuel vola-

tilization, as well as the chemical form of the ®ssion

product [12±14]. The chemical speciation will determine

the amount of vaporization of low-volatile products
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from the fuel surface [12,13]. For instance, the ®ssion

product release kinetics were observed to di�er in an-

nealing experiments conducted at high temperature in

steam with bare fuel fragments versus mini-elements

(i.e., short-length Zircaloy-clad fuel specimens), even

after the clad had been completely oxidized [15,16]. This

observation can be attributable to a reduced transport in

the gap and a lower oxygen potential as a result of in-

hibited steam penetration into the mini-elements.

In previous work, the e�ect of a reduced oxygen po-

tential in the gap was modelled by simply reducing the

given oxygen potential in the bulk coolant by an empir-

ical factor; i.e., this factor was derived by matching the

predicted fuel oxidation kinetics to the observed end-

state weight gain for a mini-element in a speci®c an-

nealing experiment [11]. In contrast, in the present

analysis, a complete mathematical model is developed for

multi-component transport in the fuel-to-clad gap of a

breached fuel rod. A methodology for the solution of the

time-dependent steam, hydrogen and ®ssion gas distri-

butions in the fuel-to-clad gap is given. With a knowledge

of the molar distributions, the oxygen potential can be

directly estimated. This model also accounts for the re-

sultant hydrogen/steam distribution in the reactor cool-

ant system (i.e., at the defect site) as a result of hydrogen

production from external Zircaloy-clad oxidation, as

well as the e�ect of steam reaction in the gap with the

internal Zircaloy surface and urania fuel.

2. Model development

2.1. Gap transport equations

The transport equations for the one-dimensional

multi-component ¯ow of steam, hydrogen and stable

®ssion gases in the thin, annular, fuel-to-sheath gap (see

Fig. 1) follows from the standard conservation expres-

sion [17]

oci

ot
� ÿ oNi

oz
� qi ÿ ri: �1�

Here for a given component i, ci (mol mÿ3) is the molar

concentration, Ni is the molar ¯ux in the z-direction

(mol mÿ2 sÿ1) (resulting from di�usion and a total bulk

molar ¯ow), and qi and ri are the production and loss

rates, respectively (in mol mÿ3 sÿ1). The ¯uxes and

concentration gradients in an ideal gas mixture of n

components are related by the Stefan±Maxwell equa-

tions [17]

oyi

oz
�
Xn

j�1;j 6�i

1

cDij
yiNj ÿ yjNi

� �
; �2�

where c is the total molar concentration

c �
Xn

j�1

cj �3�

and yi (� ci/c) is the mole fraction of species i. The

di�usivity parameter cDij (mol mÿ1 sÿ1) corresponds to

the i-jth pair of the binary mixture (see Appendix A).

For the present transport problem, in addition to the

components of the bulk atmosphere (steam and hydro-

gen), there is also a release of ®ssion gas from the fuel

into the gap, which can be represented by xenon. Eq. (2)

cannot be explicitly solved for the molar ¯ux (Ni) for

each species of the 3-component mixture because of the

linear dependence of the resulting solution (i.e., the de-

terminant is zero for this system of equations when it is

cast in a matrix form). Consequently, for this ternary

system (i.e., H2O±H2±Xe mixture), only two equations

are independent due to the constraint on the mole

fractions which must sum to unity

y1 � y2 � y3 � 1: �4�
Thus, Eq. (2) can be solved as a reduced system of two

coupled equations (with i� 1, 2 and n� 3) for the molar

¯uxes N1 and N2, where employing Eq. (4) [18]

N1 � ÿc D11

oy1

oz
�D12

oy2

oz

� �
� y1NT; �5a�

N2 � ÿc D21

oy1

oz
�22

oy2

oz

� �
� y2NT: �5b�

In the derivation of Eqs. (5a) and (5b), the total molar

¯ux NT is given by

NT � N1 � N2 � N3: �6�
The multicomponent di�usion coe�cients Dij are de-

®ned as

D11 � Y12 � Y32 � Y23

det
; D12 � Y12 ÿ Y13

det
;

D21 � Y21 ÿ Y23

det
; D22 � Y21 � Y31 � Y13

det
;

�7�

where

det � y1

D12D13

� y2

D12D23

� y3

D13D23

�8�

and

Y12 � y1

D12

; Y13 � y1

D13

;

Fig. 1. Schematic of a defective fuel rod.
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Y21 � y2

D12

; Y23 � y2

D23

;

Y31 � y3

D13

; Y32 � y3

D23

;
�9�

Thus, in general, for the 2-components (i� 1 and 2),

Ni � ÿc Di1
oy1

oz
�Di2

oy2

oz

� �
� yiNT: �10�

Finally, substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (1) yields the one-

dimensional transport equation (for species i� 1 and 2)

o�cyi�
ot
� o

oz
c Di1

oy1

oz
�Di2

oy2

oz

� �
ÿ yiNT

� �
� qi ÿ ri:

�11�
The corresponding system of equations for the stable

®ssion gas (1ºXe) and steam (2ºH2O) is therefore given

by

o�cy1�
ot
� o

oz
c D11

oy1

oz
�D12

oy2

oz

� �
ÿ y1NT

� �
� q1�z; t�;

�12a�
o�cy2�

ot
� o

oz
c D21

oy1

oz
�D22

oy2

oz

� �
ÿ y2NT

� �
ÿ rclad ox

2 �z; t� ÿ rfuel ox
2 �z; t�: �12b�

The hydrogen component (3ºH2) follows directly

from Eq. (4). In the derivation of Eq. (12a) there is no

loss rate term since the xenon is chemically inert and

stable. In addition, the source term is zero in Eq. (12b)

since there are no chemical reactions which produce

H2O.The parameter q1 in Eq. (12a) is equal to the stable

®ssion gas release from the fuel matrix [18]

q1 � V
S

� �
fuel

c0
Xe

h
dfrel

dt
; �13�

where (V/S)fuel is the volume-to-surface ratio of the fuel

(� af /2 where af is the fuel pellet radius) and h is the

radial gap thickness. The parameter c0
Xe is the initial

®ssion gas concentration in the fuel

c0
Xe � YXe�KrcUbf ; �14�

where YXe�Kr is the rare gas ®ssion yield (� 0.25 atom

®ssionÿ1), cU is the molar density of uranium in UO2

(� 41 ´ 103 mol mÿ3), and bf is the burnup fraction (i.e.,

1 at.% burnup equals 0.95 ´ 104 MWd/tU). The ®ssion

gas release rate from the fuel (dfrel/dt), which depends on

the fuel-oxidation state, can be calculated by linking the

present gap transport model to a mechanistic ®ssion

product release code (see Ref. [13]). Alternatively, as-

suming a constant release rate as a function of position

in the gap, and neglecting any feedback e�ects due to

fuel oxidation, this parameter can be estimated from the

simple CORSOR-M correlation, such that [18,19]

dfrel

dt
� k0 exp�ÿQc=T � �1ÿ frel�; �15�

where k0� 3.33 ´ 103 sÿ1 and Qc� 3.21 ´ 104 K.

Eq. (15) requires an initial condition frel(t� 0)� f0
rel

where t� 0 is taken as the start of the transient. The loss

terms for steam in Eq. (12b) (and the corresponding

source terms for hydrogen), which result from the given

oxidation process for the clad or fuel, are detailed in

Section 2.4.

Finally, for the total gas balance in the gap, the

conservation statement of Eq. (1) yields

oc
ot
� ÿ oNT

oz
� q1: �16�

This result follows where the production rate of hydro-

gen and the loss rate of steam are equal for a given

chemical process (see Section 2.4) so that ®ssion gas

release is the only net source in the gap. It is also im-

plicitly assumed that hydrogen losses do not occur in the

gap, i.e., hydrogen absorption into the clad is prevented

due to the production of a protective oxide layer on the

inner clad surface as a result of the clad oxidation re-

action.

The transport equations in Eqs. (12a) and (12b) can

also be recast in a slightly di�erent form using Eq. (16).

In particular, multiplying Eq. (16) by yi and using this

relationship to account for the terms which arise from

the chain rule for o(cyi)/ot and o�yiNT�=oz in Eqs. (12a)

and (12b), Eqs. (12a) and (12b) can be rewritten as [18]

c
oy1

ot
� o

oz
c D11

oy1

oz
�D12

oy2

oz

� �� �
ÿ NT

oy1

oz

� �1ÿ y1�q1�z; t�; �17a�

c
oy2

ot
� o

oz
c D21

oy1

oz
�D22

oy2

oz

� �� �
ÿ NT

oy2

oz

ÿ y2q1�z; t� ÿ rclad ox
2 �z; t� ÿ rfuel ox

2 �z; t�: �17b�

2.2. Solution methodology

2.2.1. General solution of Stefan±Maxwell equations

During a reactor transient, a temperature gradient

may be present in the fuel rods, which should be known

a priori based on reactor safety calculations. Thus, the

temperature function T(z,t) will be known for numerical

solution of the gap transport equations. In addition, a

pressure gradient may arise along the gap due to the

continual release of stable ®ssion gas into the gap [8±10].

The e�ect of the pressure gradient can be estimated as

follows.

Assuming that the bulk velocity is the same as the

mole average velocity, NT can be estimated from the

Hagen±Poiseuille ¯ow law where, from a momentum

balance, the bulk velocity (v) is calculated to be pro-

portional to the pressure gradient (dP/dz), i.e., [8]

NT � vc � ÿ h2

12l
dP
dz

� �
c; �18�
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where h is the radial gap thickness and l is the viscosity

for a gas mixture (see Appendix B). Allowing for the

possibility of a temperature gradient as well, the ideal

gas law is given by

c�z; t� � P�z; t�
RT �z; t� ; �19�

where R is the ideal gas constant. Thus, Eqs. (16), (18)

and (19) yield a partial di�erential equation for the

pressure in the gap

1

R
o P=T� �

ot
� 1

12R
o
oz

h2

l

� �
oP
oz

� �
P
T

� �
� q1: �20�

This equation is subject to an initial and two boundary

conditions:

P � P 0
sys � constant; t � 0; 0 < z < L; �21a�

P � Psys�t�; z � L; t > 0; �21b�
dP=dz � 0; z � 0; t > 0: �21c�
where P0

sys is the initial coolant pressure at t� 0 and

Psys(t) is the bulk system pressure at the defect end of the

rod (see Fig. 1). Eq. (21c) follows from Eq. (18) where it

is assumed that the velocity v� 0 at the intact end of the

rod. Thus, Eq. (20) can be numerically solved to provide

P(z,t).

As an illustrative example, Eq. (20) can also be

solved analytically if steady-state ¯ow conditions are

achieved in relatively short period of time [8,10]. Thus,

in the steady state, Eq. (16) becomes [8,10]

dNT

dz
� q1: �22�

Assuming a constant ®ssion gas generation (q1) along

the gap, with no ¯ow at the intact end of the rod (see

Fig. 1), i.e., NT� 0 at z� 0, the solution of Eq. (22) is

NT � q1z: �23�
Hence, from Eqs. (18), (19) and (23)

v�z� � ÿ h2

12l
dP
dz
� q1RTz

P
: �24�

Furthermore, assuming isothermal conditions and a

constant radial gap, Eq. (24) can be directly integrated

as

q1RT
ZL

x

zdz � ÿ h2

12l

ZPsys

P�x�

P dP �25�

yielding

P 2�z� � 12q1RT l
h2

L2 ÿ z2
ÿ �� P 2

sys: �26�

If there is little gas release q1, or a large radial gap h

exists, P(z) � Psys� constant, and therefore pressure

gradient e�ects can be neglected. For instance, under

realistic conditions, the pressure gradient is not expected

to be signi®cant since ballooning of the Zircaloy tubes is

likely to occur at temperatures below 1000°C. Hence,

the radial gap should be large (�1 mm), where an in-

creased value of h will reduce the pressure gradient in

accordance with Eq. (26). For example, employing

Eq. (26) as shown in Ref. [8], for a CANDU-size rod

with a length of 0.48 m and a small gap size of h� 10

lm, a pressure gradient of only DP� 0.055 MPa was

estimated along the entire length of the rod for a tem-

perature transient at 1600 K (for an atmospheric system

pressure of Psys� 0.1 MPa). For larger gap thicknesses,

the pressure gradient clearly becomes negligible (as

predicted by Eq. (26)).

In fact, analogous equations to Eqs. (17a) and (17b)

have been previously proposed for multi-component

transport modelling for severe accident analysis in light

water reactor fuel rods [18]. In this analysis, however, it

was implicitly assumed that there was no pressure or

temperature gradient in the gap, where the molar con-

centration c and temperature T were independent of z

[18].

Thus, for a given transient temperature history along

the rod, T(z,t), and knowing P(z,t) from Eq. (20) (or

setting P(z,t)�Psys(t) if pressure gradient e�ects are

negligible), the total molar concentration can be derived

from Eq. (19). Given c(z,t), Eq. (16) can then be solved

for NT(z,t) employing the initial and boundary condi-

tions

c � P 0
sys

RT
; t � 0; 0 < z < L; �27a�

NT � 0; z � 0; t > 0; �27b�
where P0

sys is the initial coolant pressure at t� 0. The

boundary condition in Eq. (27b) arises since there is no

¯ow at the intact end of the rod. The distribution of the

mole fractions for species 1 and 2 can then be deter-

mined by solving Eqs. (12a) and (12b) (or equivalently

Eqs. (17a) and (17b)). The third species follows directly

from Eq. (4). The initial and boundary conditions for

Eqs. (12a) and (12b) are

y1 � y0
1 ; y2 � y0

2 ; for t � 0; 0 < z < L; �28a�

oy1

oz
� oy2

oz
� 0; for x � 0; t > 0; �28b�

y1 � 0; y2 � yc
2�t�; for x � L; t > 0: �28c�

The quantities y0
1 and y0

2 are the initial quantities speci-

®ed for the given accident scenario at the start of the

transient. The boundary conditions in Eq. (28b) follow

from Eqs. (5a), (5b), (6) and (27b), and simply indicate

that there is no ¯ow at the intact end of the fuel rod (i.e.,

a re¯exive condition). The boundary condition in

Eq. (28c) indicates that the ®ssion gas concentration is

zero at the defect end since the ®ssion gas is continually
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being swept away by the bulk gas atmosphere ¯owing

past the fuel rod. On the other hand, there is a constant

supply of steam (with a mole fraction yc
2) at this exposed

end from the bulk atmosphere in the reactor coolant

system (see Section 2.4.2.1).

The quantity of ®ssion gas release q1 into the gap will

depend on the distribution of the molar fractions (due to

the e�ect of the oxygen potential on the fuel oxidation

and ®ssion product solid-state di�usivity in the fuel

matrix), and hence an iteration will be required in the

solution of Eqs. (12a), (12b) and (20) when feedback

e�ects are considered.

2.2.2. Approximate solution (di�usive-convective trans-

port equation)

Alternatively, assuming that all of the species of the

multi-component mixture have the same bulk ¯ow v(z),

the present gap transport problem can also be recast into

the form of a standard di�usive-convective transport

equation where the Stefan±Maxwell equations can be

used to yield an e�ective di�usivity [8,9]

For a ¯ux resulting from both di�usion and a total

molar bulk ¯ow in a multi-component mixture [17]

Ni � ÿcDimryi � yi

Xn

j�1

Nj; �29�

where Nj� cjvj and vj is the velocity of species j (m sÿ1).

The parameter Dim is an ``e�ective'' binary di�usivity

(m2 sÿ1) for the di�usion of species i in a mixture m. This

quantity can be derived from the Stefan±Maxwell

equations in Eq. (2). Hence, solving for Ñyi in Eq. (29)

and equating this to Eq. (2) gives

1

cDim
�
Pn

j�1 1=cDij

ÿ �
yjNi ÿ yiNj

ÿ �
Ni ÿ yi

Pn
j�1 Nj

: �30�

If i� 1, Eq. (30) can therefore be written as

1

cD1m
�
Pn

j�1 yj=cD1j

ÿ �
v1 ÿ vj

ÿ �
v1 ÿ

Pn
j�1 yjvj

�
Pn

j�2 yj=cD1j

ÿ �
v1 ÿ vj

ÿ �
v1 ÿ y1v1 ÿ

Pn
j�2 yjvj

; �31�

where the second relation follows since the numerator

will equal zero when j� 1. Now if the components

2; 3; . . . n move with the same velocity, i.e.,

v2� v3� � � � � vn� v, Eq. (31) yields

1

cD1m
�
Pn

j�2 yj=cD1j

ÿ �
v1 ÿ v� �

v1 ÿ y1v1 ÿ v
Pn

j�2 yj
: �32�

No restrictions have been made on v1 yet. Therefore in

the limit that v1 approaches v, and using the relationPn
j�2 yj � 1ÿ y1, one obtains

1

cD1m
� lim

v1!v

Pn
j�2 yj=cD1j

ÿ �
v1 ÿ v� �

�1ÿ y1��v1 ÿ v�

" #
: �33�

Thus, applying l'Hopital's rule to evaluate the limit in

Eq. (33) yields

1ÿ y1

cD1m
�
Xn

j�2

yj

cD1j

� �
: �34�

Hence, in the present case, if all components move with

a bulk velocity v(z)

1ÿ yi

cDim
�
Xn

j�1
j 6�i

yj

cDij

� �
: �35�

Finally, substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (1), yields the

one-dimensional di�usive-convective transport equation

(compare with Eq. (11)).

o�cyi�
ot
� o

oz
cDim

oyi

oz
ÿ yi

Xn

j�1

Nj

" #
� qi ÿ ri: �36�

In the particular case that all components move with the

same velocity v(z) so that

yi

Xn

j�1

Nj � ci

c

Xn

j�1

cjvj � civ�z�;

Eq. (36) becomes

o�cyi�
ot
� o

oz
c Dim

oyi

oz
ÿ yiv�z�

� �� �
� qi ÿ ri; �37�

where cDim is calculated from Eq. (35). The bulk ¯ow

velocity v(z) follows from the Hagen±Poiseuille law in

Eq. (24). Thus, using the ideal gas law in Eq. (19),

Eq. (24) becomes

v�z� � ÿ R
12

d

dz
h2Tc
l

� �
; �38�

where Eq. (38) generally assumes that the radial gap size

and viscosity may also be a function of z.

Thus, using Eq. (37), the corresponding system of

equations for the stable ®ssion gas and steam is (com-

pare with Eqs. (12a) and (12b)):

o�cy1�
ot
� o

oz
c D1;m

oy1

oz
ÿ y1v�z�

� �� �
� q1�z; t�; �39a�

o�cy2�
ot
� o

oz
c D2;m

oy2

oz
ÿ y2v�z�

� �� �
ÿ rclad ox

2 �z; t� ÿ rfuel ox
2 �z; t�: �39b�

Analogous to Eq. (16), the total gas balance in the gap is

oc
ot
� ÿ o�cv�z��

oz
� q1: �40�

Eq. (40) can be solved explicitly for c(z,t) on substituting

in the relation for v(z) from Eq. (38), and solving the

resultant second order partial di�erential equation with

the following initial and boundary conditions (compare

with Eqs. (27a) and (27b)):
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c � P 0
sys

RT
; t � 0; 0 < z < L; �41a�

v�z� � 0) dc
dz
� ÿ cl

h2T

� � d

dz
h2T
l

� �
; z � 0;

t > 0; �41b�

c � Psys�t�
RTsys�t� ; z � L; t > 0: �41c�

The second relation in Eq. (41b) is a re¯exive condition

which follows directly from Eq. (38), where there is no

¯ow at the intact end of the rod (Fig. 1). If h, T and l
are independent of z, Eq. (41b) reduces to the simple

re¯exive relation dc/dz� 0. At the defect end of the rod

(x�L), the molar concentration is calculated from the

bulk system pressure Psys and temperature Tsys. Thus,

with a knowledge of c(z,t), v(z) can be evaluated from

Eq. (38). Finally, the mole fraction distributions then

follow from Eqs. (39a), (39b) and (4). The former two

equations are solved with the previous conditions

detailed in Eqs. (28a)±(28c), where the e�ective di�usi-

vity Dim is evaluated from Eq. (35) for each gas

constituent i.

The present approximation slightly reduces the

complexity of the governing transport equations (com-

pare Eqs. (12a) and (12b) with Eqs. (39a) and (39b)),

although with a numerical method of solution this ap-

proximation may not be worthwhile in terms of any

signi®cant computational savings.

2.3. Oxygen potential in the gap

Solving the given system of transport equations, one

is able to obtain the oxygen potential along the gap as a

function of time from the mole fraction (i.e., partial

pressure) distribution. It is important to realize, how-

ever, that there is a feedback e�ect where the source term

(q1) in Eq. (13) actually depends on the state of fuel

oxidation which, in turn, is a�ected by the oxygen po-

tential [11±13]. Hence, the present model should be

coupled to a mechanistic ®ssion product release code to

account for this e�ect.

The oxygen potential for an ideal gas mixture in the

gap consisting of Xe, H2O and H2 can be evaluated as

follows [13]. The total pressure Ptot (atm) is derived from

the partial pressure Pj of each component j

Ptot �
Xn

j�1

Pj: �42�

For the H2O decomposition reaction

H2O()
KH2

O

H2 � 1

2
O2 �43�

the equilibrium constant is

KH2O �
PH2

�������
PO2

p
PH2O

� exp 0:9794 lnT ÿ 1:1125ÿ 28820

T

� �
: �44�

If the H2O dissociation required to maintain equilibrium

is b, the partial pressures after dissociation are

PH2O � P 0
H2O ÿ b; PH2

� P 0
H2
� b; PO2

� b
2
; �45�

where the superscript 0 refers to the initial partial pres-

sure quantities derived from the solution of the gap

transport equations. Hence, the conditions for equilib-

rium can be described by combining Eqs. (42), (44) and

(45),

KH2O �
P 0

H2
� b

P 0
H2O ÿ b

�
���������������������������������������������

Ptot
1
2
b

ÿ �
P 0

H2O � P 0
H2
� P 0

Xe � 1
2
b

s
: �46�

Eq. (46) can be solved for b, and knowing the initial

partial pressures, the partial pressures of the individual

components, particularly that of the oxygen, can be

determined from

PH2

Ptot

�
PH0

2
�bPn

j�1 Pj
;

PO2

Ptot

�
1
2
bPn

j�1 Pj
;

PH2O

Ptot

� P 0
H2O ÿ bPn

j�1 Pj
;

PXe

Ptot

� P 0
XePn

j�1 Pj
;

�47�

where
Pn

j�1 Pj � P 0
H2O � P 0

H2
� P 0

Xe � 1=2b: This meth-

odology can also be used to calculate the oxygen partial

pressure in the bulk coolant (see Section 2.4.2.1) where

normally there is no inert gas constituent (i.e., P0
Xe� 0).

2.4. Fuel rod oxidation processes

The production rate of hydrogen and the loss rate of

steam are equal to one another for a given chemical

process, i.e., qclad ox
H2

� rclad ox
H2O and qfuel ox

H2
� rfuel ox

H2O . This

result arises since the molar quantities of hydrogen and

steam are balanced in each oxidation reaction for the

Zircaloy and fuel:

Zr� 2H2O() ZrO2 � 2H2; �48�

xH2O�UO2 () UO2�x � xH2; �49�
where x is the stoichiometry deviation in UO2�x.

The kinetics for the fuel and Zircaloy oxidation

processes are given in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respec-

tively. However, due to a reduced oxygen potential, as a

result of hydrogen production during external clad oxi-

dation (see Section 2.4.2), the internal fuel oxidation

reaction does not typically become important until after

the cladding has been completely oxidized. Water will

also react more rapidly with the cladding than with the

fuel [18]. In particular, equilibrium thermodynamics
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indicate that the free energy of formation of the oxide is

lower for ZrO2 than for UO2�x [12]. This result is

demonstrated, for example, in annealing experiments

with mini-elements containing loose-®tting end caps.

Here, signi®cant cesium release (indicating the occur-

rence of fuel oxidation) did not occur until after com-

plete clad oxidation [11].

2.4.1. Urania oxidation

The fuel oxidation process has been extensively

studied at atmospheric pressure where it has been shown

that the kinetics are controlled by a reaction at the solid/

gas interface. In this case, the fuel oxidation kinetics are

described in Ref. [11]

cU

V
S

� �
fuel

dx
dt
� cUafxe ÿ x�t�g; �50�

where cU is the molar density of uranium (mol of ura-

nium mÿ3), a is a surface exchange coe�cient (� 0.365

exp{ÿ23500/T(K)} m sÿ1), xe is the equilibrium stoi-

chiometry deviation, and (V/S)fuel is the volume-to-sur-

face area ratio of the fuel (m). Thus, using Eq. (50), the

hydrogen production rate due to fuel oxidation is

qfuel ox
H2

� cU
Vfuel

Vgap

� �
dx
dt
� cUa

h
xe ÿ x�t�� �; �51�

where Vgap is the gap volume (m3) and h is the radial gap

thickness (m).The value of xe in Eq. (51) is obtained by

equating the oxygen potential (i.e., oxygen partial pres-

sure) in the fuel to that in the atmosphere (Section 2.3).

The oxygen partial pressure in the fuel as a function of

x, i.e., PO2
�x� (in atm), is given by either the Blackburn

thermochemical model [20]

lnPO2
� 2 ln

x�2� x�
1ÿ x

� �
� 108x2 ÿ 32 700

T
� 9:92 �52�

or the solid solution representation of Lindemer and

Bessman [21]:

PO2
� min�P1; P2�; �53�

where P1 and P2 are given by

ln P1 � 2 ln
x�1ÿ 2x�2
�1ÿ 3x�3

 !
ÿ 37 621

T
� 15:15;

ln P2 � 4 ln
2x�1ÿ 2x�
�1ÿ 4x�2

 !
ÿ 43 298

T
� 25:74:

�54�

The fuel oxidation kinetics (dx/dt) in Eqs. (50) and

(51) are only speci®cally valid at atmospheric pressure.

However, for other system pressures (i.e., high pressure),

these equations can be replaced with an expression de-

rived from Langmuir adsorption theory [22±24]

cU

V
S

� �
fuel

dx
dt
� nsk0a

A�T �PH2O

1� A�T �PH2O

1ÿ q�x�
PH2O=PH2

� �
;

�55�

where ns� 1.66 ´ 10ÿ6 mol mÿ2 is the density of ad-

sorption sites (i.e., this value assumes a monolayer

coverage of 1018 molecules mÿ2), and PH2O and PH2
are

the partial pressures of steam and hydrogen (in atm).

The parameter A(T) (atmÿ1) is de®ned as

A�T � � 1:0135� 105 s

nska

����������������������
2pRTMH2O

p ; �56�

where s is the sticking probability� 0.023, T is the

temperature (in K), R� 8.314 J molÿ1 Kÿ1 and MH2O �
18� 10ÿ3 kg molÿ1. Here k0a � 4:22� 1010 exp{ÿ53810/

(RT)} sÿ1 is the steam dissociation rate constant which is

determined from a ®tting of the model to the available

fuel oxidation data in Ref. [22]. The desorption rate

constant, ka� 1013 exp{ÿ40000/(RT)} sÿ1, follows for a

typical chemisorption process. This type of adsorption is

expected in light of the requirement for a strong ad-

sorbate-substrate bond at high temperature. In addition,

the assumption of a single monolayer coverage for ns is

reasonable considering that a monolayer is not normally

exceeded with chemisorption. For these two rate con-

stants, the ideal gas constant is given by R� 1.987 cal

molÿ1 Kÿ1. The oxygen activity q(x) is derived from

Eq. (44) where for a gas±solid equilibrium:

q�x� �
�������������
PO2
�x�p

KH2O

: �57�

Thus, for the calculation of the oxidation kinetics in

Eq. (55), the steam-to-hydrogen partial pressure is de-

rived from the solution of the transport equations in

Section 2.2, and the PO2
�x� in Eq. (57) is evaluated from

either Eq. (52) or Eq. (53).

Without existing data for high-pressure fuel oxida-

tion, one cannot rule out the possibility of a Freundlich

isotherm in the adsorption model [24]. In particular, the

surface coverage term for Langmuir adsorption in

Eq. (55), i.e.,

h � A�T �PH2O

1� A�T �PH2O

�58�

can be replaced by the corresponding Freundlich iso-

therm

h � c1P 1=c2

H2O: �59�
Therefore, as shown in Refs. [22,24], the parameter k0ah

ÿ �
in Eq. (55) can be replaced using the Freundlich iso-

therm in Eq. (59)

k0ah � 5:30� 108 exp
ÿ21250

T

� � ����������
PH2O

p
: �60�

In fact, as expected, the activation energy in Eq. (60)

(i.e., 21,250 K) is comparable to that of the surface ex-

change coe�cient for the phenomenological model of

Eq. (50) (i.e., 23,500 K). Both of the adsorption models

are able to reasonably reproduce the observed oxidation

kinetics over the lower pressure range of 0.01 to 1 atm
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(from 1273 to 1700 K), where a roughly square-root

dependence on the pressure is observed [11,24]. For ex-

ample, over this temperature range at atmospheric

pressure, the models are in agreement with one another

within 17%; however, at higher pressure (e.g., 100 atm),

the deviation is much greater. In particular, kinetic

predictions with the Freundlich isotherm are a factor of

�3 times faster than that with the Langmuir isotherm,

with a change in pressure from 1 to 100 atm at 1700 K.

Experiments are required to con®rm the high-pressure

kinetics.

2.4.2. Zircaloy oxidation

Both internal (Section 2.4.2.1) and external (Sec-

tion 2.4.2.2) oxidation of the Zircaloy cladding can oc-

cur depending on the steam availability. With a supply

of steam to the outer clad surface, the Zircaloy oxidation

process will be independent of the steam pressure since

the rate-controlling process for this reaction is dictated

by oxygen di�usion into the solid (i.e., oxide and metal),

rather than by surface reaction as observed for the fuel

oxidation process (see Section 2.4.1) [18,26,27]. The

widely-used parabolic kinetic formulation provides a

reasonable representation of the Zircaloy oxidation

process under oxidizing conditions. However, if a

strongly reducing atmosphere later becomes available,

dissolution of the oxide scale into the remaining metal

will occur which, in turn, can lead to absorption of hy-

drogen into the unprotected metal [26,27]. The parabolic

scaling model cannot treat this behaviour and simply

indicates that the oxide scale will remain in place. In

addition, parabolic kinetics is only speci®cally applicable

for a semi-in®nite medium. For instance, for isothermal

conditions, parabolic kinetics will match the proper

moving-boundary di�usion solution until a small

thickness of the clad is left, after which the di�usion

model indicates an accelerated behaviour [28]. However,

this e�ect is not signi®cant since parabolic kinetics have

been successfully applied in the analysis of hydrogen

generation behaviour for steam experiments at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory and Chalk River Labora-

tories [25,29].

2.4.2.1. External clad oxidation and mass transfer ef-

fects. The mole fractions of the gas constituents in the

bulk coolant at the defect site (e.g., the steam mole

fraction yc
2(t) in Eq. (28c)) are boundary conditions

which must be known a priori for a solution of the gap

transport equations.

The mole fraction distributions in the coolant can be

derived as follows. Consider a total molar gas ¯ow rate

Q (mol sÿ1) into a control volume (DVc�Sc Dz) for the

bulk coolant with a constant cross-sectional ¯ow area Sc

(m2) (see Fig. 2). Similarly, applying the conservation

statement of Eq. (1) to this volume element, the steam

molar concentration in the bulk coolant cc
H2O is given by

occ
H2O

ot
� ÿ

o Q
Sc

yc
H2O

� �
oz

ÿ rclad ox
H2O ; �61�

where the term rclad ox
H2O (mol mÿ3 sÿ1) accounts for steam

losses due to external clad oxidation. From the corro-

sion reaction in Eq. (48), since one mole of H2O is

consumed as one mole of H2 is produced, the number of

moles of gas is unchanged by the corrosion reaction if

hydrogen absorption by the metal does not occur. In this

case, Q will be independent of z so that Eq. (61) becomes

o ccyc
H2O

� �
ot

� ÿ Q
Sc

oyc
H2O

oz
ÿ rclad ox

H2O : �62�

Here cc is the total molar gas concentration in the RCS

such that (see Eq. (41c))

cc � Psys�t�
RTsys�t� �63�

and rclad ox
H2O is given by

rclad ox
H2O � pd

Sc

� �
_wcor; �64�

where d is the fuel rod diameter (m). If w is the mass of

zirconium consumed per unit area (kg mÿ2) by the steam

reaction, the reaction rate for steam is given by [25]

_wcor � 2

MZr

dw
dt

� �
; �65�

where MZr is the molecular weight of zirconium

(� 0.091 kg molÿ1). The factor of two in Eq. (65) arises

since one mole of Zr requires two moles of H2O (see

Fig. 2. Schematic of the cell geometry for the bulk coolant and

cladding for the external cladding oxidation model.
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Eq. (48)). From the parabolic rate law for Zircaloy

corrosion

w2 � kwt �66�
it follows that

dw
dt

� �
� 1

2

�����
kw

t

r
: �67�

The parameter kw (kg2 mÿ4 s) is the parabolic rate

constant:

kw � kw0 exp ÿ Q0

RT

� �
; �68�

where kw0 and Q0 are constants determined by various

investigators (see Table 2).

For the numerical implementation of Eq. (66), for a

given time step Dt, this equation can be discretized as

[30]

Dw2 � w2�t � Dt� ÿ w2�t� � kwDt: �69�
Thus, the time evolution of the Zircaloy mass con-

sumption can be more accurately determined from the

Taylor series expansion,

w�t � Dt� � w�t� � dw
dt

Dt �70�

by de®ning the derivative as [30]

dw�t�
dt
�

��������������������������
w2�t� � kwDt

p ÿ w�t�
Dt

: �71�

Thus, neglecting any inert gas in the bulk coolant, the

hydrogen and steam molar distributions in the RCS

follows from the numerical solution of Eqs. (62)±(65),

(70) and (71). Eq. (62) is subject to the following initial

and boundary conditions:

yc
H2O � y0

H2O; t � 0; 0 < z < L; �72a�
yc

H2O � yinput
H2O ; z � 0; t > 0; �72b�

where y0
H2O is the initial mole fraction for steam in the

bulk coolant and yinput
H2O is the input mole fraction of

steam in the bulk coolant at z� 0. The corresponding

distribution for hydrogen is determined from the mass

balance relation yc
H2
� 1ÿ yc

H2O.

The present treatment implicitly assumes an unlim-

ited supply of steam to the fuel rod. In particular, this

analysis neglects any limitation as a result of mass

transfer through the boundary layer. This latter e�ect

can be included using the mass transfer rate law [26,27]

wMT � kgyc
H2O: �73�

The mass transfer coe�cient kg (mol mÿ2 sÿ1) can be

obtained from a heat-mass transfer analogy [12,13,17]

Nuij � kgDe

cDij
� 4; �74�

where Nuij is the Nusselt number for mass transfer

(which equals 4 for laminar ¯ow), De is the equivalent

diameter (which equals the channel diameter minus the

fuel rod diameter), and cDij is the di�usion coe�cient

parameter in Appendix A (which can be evaluated for

the H2O±H2 binary mixture). Thus, in order to account

for mass transfer e�ects, one simply replaces _wcor in

Eq. (64) by the more general relation [26,27]

_wtot � min _wcor; _wMT

� �
: �75�

At steady state, o ccyc
H2O

� �
=ot � 0; and Eq. (62) can be

directly integrated over the cell distance Dz. Thus, if

rclad ox
H2O is constant over Dz (see Fig. 2),

Q
Sc

Zz�dz

z

d yc
H2O

� �
� ÿrclad ox

H2O

Zz�dz

z

dz �76a�

) yc
H2O�z� dz� � yc

H2O�z�

ÿ DVc

Q

� �
rclad ox

H2O � yc
H2O�z� ÿ

Ac

Q

� �
_wtot; �76b�

where Ac (� pd Dz) is the surface area of the clad in the

given cell. The second relation in Eq. (76b) follows on

use of Eqs. (64) and (75). This equation has also been

proposed previously, where it was argued that the

storage capacity of gas in the cell is much less than the

total quantity of steam fed to the cell for the normal time

duration tmax of a typical experiment or accident [27]. On

multiplying Eq. (62) by DVc, this condition is given by

ccDVc � Qy input
H2O tmax. Therefore the term on the left-hand

side of Eq. (62) can again be neglected, leading to the

same result.

Thus, the steam distribution in the reactor coolant

system can be given by the marching numerical solution

of Eq. (76b) with the use of Eqs. (A.1), (65), (70), (71),

(72a), (72b), (73), (74) and (75). An example of this

calculation is given in Fig. 3 for an isothermal temper-

Fig. 3. Steam mole fraction distribution in the reactor coolant

system due to external clad oxidation as a function of time and

gas ¯ow rate.
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ature of 1730 K and an input steam mole fraction of

yinput
H2O � 0:3: The fuel rod dimensions are taken for a

CANDU-type rod with a length and diameter of 50 and

1.3 cm, respectively, and a clad thickness of 0.43 mm.

For the mass transfer calculation, a channel diameter of

2.5 cm is assumed, where the intermolecular parameters

for hydrogen and steam are obtained from Table 1. The

coe�cients of Urbanic and Heidrick in Table 2 have

been used for the parabolic kinetics. This simulation is

performed with a step length Dz � 1 cm and a time step

Dt� 5 s, and the results are given for a time of 250 and

500 s. As seen in Fig. 3, in the case of an essentially

unlimited supply of steam (with a high gas ¯ow rate of

Q� 2 ´ 10ÿ2 mol sÿ1), the steam mole fraction distri-

bution is approximately constant and equal to the input

mole fraction. On the other hand, with a lower gas ¯ow

rate of Q� 2 ´ 10ÿ3 mol sÿ1, mass transfer e�ects be-

come important where steam-starved conditions occur

at the downstream end of the fuel rod so that only hy-

drogen is present.

2.4.2.2. Clad oxidation from the gap side. Analogously,

the internal metal±water reaction will be mass transfer

limited by the amount of steam which can be trans-

ported inside the thin gap. In this case

winside
tot � min� _wcorr; _winside

MT �; �77a�
and

_winside
MT � NH2O

Agap

AZr

: �77b�

Here, NH2O is the motor ¯ux of steam given by Eq. (5b),

Agap is the gap cross-sectional area (Fig. 1) and AZr�m2�
is the internal surface of the clad. The reaction rate for

_wcorr for the Zircaloy is again given by Eqs. (65) and (67)

(or equivalently Eqs. (70) and (71)). Thus the hydrogen

production rate for the internal Zircaloy oxidation

process can be similarly described by

qclad ox
H2

� _winside
tot

AZr

Vgap

� _winside
tot

h
; �78�

where Vgap is the gap volume (m3). The Zircaloy oxi-

dation reaction will cease when the total clad thickness is

consumed as a result of the single- or double-sided ox-

idation.

3. Concluding remarks

A model, based on a general Stefan±Maxwell for-

malism, has been developed to describe the multi-com-

ponent transport of steam, hydrogen and ®ssion gas in

the fuel-to-clad gap of defective fuel rods during reactor

accident conditions. The transport equations can be

simpli®ed somewhat in the case of a negligible pressure

di�erential in the gap, i.e., this situation is expected with

clad ballooning. The transport equations can also be

recast into a di�usive±convective form with the as-

sumption that the molar constituents in the gap have a

common bulk ¯ow. The calculation of the bulk ¯ow

from pressure di�erential in the gap is treated with a

Hagen±Poiseuille ¯ow law. With knowledge of the mo-

lar distributions, on solution of the transport equations,

a methodology is given to calculate the oxygen potential

along the gap as a function of time. The oxygen po-

tential is an important parameter in severe accident

analysis since it will dictate the low-volatile ®ssion

product and fuel vaporization behaviour, as well as the

Table 1

Intermolecular parameters for various gas constituents a

Gas component Molecular weight, M (g molÿ1) Lennard-Jones parameters

r (�A) e/j (K)

H2 2.016 2.915 38.0

He 4.003 2.576 10.2

H2O 18.015 2.65 380

Xe 131.3 4.055 229

a Taken from Refs. [12,17].

Table 2

Parametric values for parabolic rate constant for Zircaloy oxidation in steam

Investigators Temperature range (K) kw0 (kg2 mÿ4 sÿ1) Q0 (´103 J molÿ1)

Baker and Just [31] 1273 to melting point 3.33 ´ 103 190

Urbanic and Heidrick [32] 1323±1853 2.96 ´ 101 140

1853 to melting point 8.79 ´ 101 138

Pawel et al. [33] 1273±1773 2.94 ´ 102 167

Prater and Courtright [34] 1783±2773 2.68 ´ 104 220
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(volatile) ®ssion gas release kinetics. The gap can o�er

an important feedback e�ect, i.e., the out¯owing ®ssion

gas can inhibit steam penetration into the gap which, in

turn, will reduce the amount of fuel oxidation. Since an

accelerated di�usion of ®ssion gas results in oxidized

fuel, a limiting e�ect on the release behaviour can be

achieved, unlike the case for unclad (i.e., bare) fuel. In

fact, a reduced cesium release has been observed in an-

nealing experiments conducted in steam at the Chalk

River Laboratories (CRL) with Zircaloy-clad specimens

versus bare fuel fragments, even after the clad had been

oxidized.

The production of hydrogen from the Zircaloy and

fuel oxidation processes has been treated in the model. A

model for fuel oxidation has been proposed for various

pressure situations, based on Langmuir and Freundlich

adsorption theory. Although both isotherms are able to

reasonably predict the observed kinetics from 0.01 to 1

atm, no experimental data as yet are available to con®rm

the di�ering behaviour of the models at high pressure.

The Zircaloy oxidation process is treated with parabolic

kinetics. The possibility of rate limitation by gas-phase

mass transfer of steam from the bulk coolant to the

outer surface of the Zircaloy cladding has been consid-

ered. Simulation of the oxidation process at the outer

clad surface is required to provide boundary conditions

in the reactor coolant system for the gap transport

problem. The simpler parabolic representation, how-

ever, is unable to account for oxide dissolution during

reducing conditions; on the other hand, a more complex

model based on moving-boundary di�usion theory

could replace the parabolic treatment (as required). The

present gap-transport model must be linked to a mech-

anistic code in order to account for the feedback e�ect of

the fuel oxidation on the ®ssion gas release.

The present model is currently being implemented

and numerically solved using a ®nite di�erence method.

In particular, this model is being solved for the speci®c

conditions of the CRL annealing tests for interpretation

of the ®ssion product release behaviour. In addition, this

analysis is examining the di�erences between the general

and approximation representations of the Stefan±Max-

well treatment in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, and the e�ects

of pressure and temperature gradients along the gap.

More importantly, the feedback e�ect of ®ssion gas re-

lease on the oxygen potential in the gap is being inves-

tigated.
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Appendix A. Binary di�usion coe�cient

The di�usivity parameter cDij (mol mÿ1 sÿ1) (� cDji)

for the i-jth pair of the binary mixture can be calculated

from the standard kinetic theory of Chapman±Enskog

[17]

cDij � 2:2646� 10ÿ3

����������������������������������
T 1=Mi � 1=Mj

ÿ �q
r2

ijXDij

; �A:1�

where T is the gas-mixture temperature (K), Mi is the

molecular weight of gas component i (g molÿ1) and rij is

the collision diameter (�A). The collision integral XDij is a

function of the Lennard-Jones force constant eij/j (in K)

[13]

XDij �
1

0:7049� 0:2910 ln�T j=eij� : �A:2�

The combined quantities for the force constants can be

evaluated as

rij � ri � rj

2
;

eij

j
�

��������
ei

j
ej

j

r
; �A:3�

where the individual quantities for the gas components

are given in Table 1.

Appendix B. Gas viscosity

For a gas mixture, the viscosity l can be determined

from [17]

l �
Xn

i�1

yiliPn
j�1 yj/ij

�B:1�

in which

/ij �
1���
8
p 1� Mi

Mj

� �ÿ1=2

1� li

lj

 !1=2

Mj

Mi

� �1=4

24 352

: �B:2�

The individual viscosity li (in g cmÿ1 sÿ1) for each

component can be calculated from

li � 2:6693� 10ÿ5

���������
MiT
p
r2

i Xli

; �B:3�

where T is in K, Mi is in g molÿ1 and ri is in �A. The

parameter Xli can similarly be calculated from

Xli
� 1

0:6641� 0:2581 ln�Tj=ei� : �B:4�
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